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IMPRESSIONS - DAY ONE 

A car pulls up 
, A child jumps out 

A bunk door opens 
A child runs out. 
Two children meet 
It's been a long time. 
A child looks for a familiar face 
But sees none. 
A child finds a friendly face 
Makes a friend. 
The two walk hand in hand 
Friends for life. 
Comings, goings . ., . 
Ins, outs. 
The regular confusion 
Of the first day in camp. 

Marni Centor 

Singing at Trywoodie 

I learned a lot o f  songs that I didn't know before I came to 
camp. Some of them are: The Ship Titanic, The Circle Game, 
Desperado, What I s  Your Language? and the songs from the plays 
we did. We had sing for Hobby Night and every Wednesday after 
cookout. Sometimes Lynn or Jayme played the guitar with us. 

CLAUDIA SECCOMBE 



GUESS WHO? 

I like to sneak up on people and say "Guess who?" 
and before I say it I cover the person's eyes. Of 
course, most people don't guess who was covering 
their eyes. It is fun for me to hear their guesses. 

Michael Ryder 

CAMP 
TRYWOOC 

>die you . , In Trywoc can do so 
many things. YOU can go horse 
riding, swimming, fishing, 
dancing, singing, boating, play 
tetherball or make things in 
shops. I t 's  very fun here. I'm so 
glad I came and I'll keep coming 
back! 

Josh Goren 



BABY X - AN INTERPRETATION 

On the evening o f  July 23, 1975, Lower Camp put 
on i t s  production o f  Baby X starring Hallie Friedman 
as the X. What made Baby X so special was the fact 
that no one could tell whether it was a boy or a girl. 
Everyone found it so hard to accept Baby X as a 
person. 

Baby X was examined by an expert and found to 
be "the least mixed-up child" alive in the free world. 
Everyone really enjoyed the play, especially the cast. 

josh Goren & Steve Sachs 

A TRIP TO THE ICE CAVES 

Catching frogs at  the lake 

It was a long ride from camp to  Ice Caves -- 
Mountain. Some people brought their canteens 
because it was a hot trip. When we finished 
lunch we went to pick blueberries. Then we + - 
went to the caves and found a stream we could 
drink from. It was very good water and 
freezing! One counselor thought it was A 1 1  air-conditioned, but it was cold because of the 
~ce. %z i Michael Ryder * ,,, , --- -'Q, 2- q 
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NOTHING EVER HAPPENS ON MY BI 

The Unbirthday Party. 

LOCK" 

We perform our dance for our friends at the Victory Lake Nursing Home. 

Everyone who wasn't born during July and August to have a real birthday at Camp 
had an unbirthday party. At our party children born in the winter were grouped and 
made up a play about their season. Children born in the summer, fall and spring did the 
same. Afterwards we had cup cakes, ice cream and lots of games. 

josh & Dina Goren, Darin, Hallie Friedman 





CAT'S CRADLE 

The Cat's Cradle i s  a place where many things are 
happening for Middle Camp. We go there for our 
outward-bound program. A platform was built to be 
like a two-story tree house. When it is  finished, it will 
have a pulley ride. A tire swing will be constructed 
nearby. The big spider web is one o f  the funniest 
things- there, because it is hard to climb to  the top 
and then you can swing from up high. A fireplace was 
built and used many times-once for bunk two's 
sleep-out. 

The big achievement this year was taking as many 
rocks out of the stream as we could and we made a 
dam. Then Boris built a water wheel at the wood 
shop. There was an axle for the wheel to s i t  on and a 
wooden stove as the water pushes the wooden slats of  
the wheel it spins. 
Cat's Cradle-a real place for fun. 

IAN GOMEZ 



MY MARIONETTE 

Sometimes I call him Dumbo. Sometimes I call him Stupid. And 
sometimes he i s  my stupid, super-hero. 

I'm talking about my marionette which I started in the wood shop. His 
bones are of wood. Next I did his head in the art shop out o f  papier-mache. 
And after that I dressed him with clothing made in the art shop, 

I find his long nose his most queer part. And if his ears which are big like 
an elephant's, went back and forth, he could fly. 

I'm putting strings on him and we will have many crazy times together. 
Dan Vinson 

20 Minutes to Become a Juggler 

Andy Levine, our counselor, told our 
group that in three days he learned to juggle 
surprised because I thought it would tak 
especially for me. First we practiced to throv 
catch it in one hand. Then Andy said: "Aftel 
height we'll start with two balls." While doing 
we threw one ball up and while it was in the 
second ball to our other hand. This was vf 
Andy saw me doing it really well, he said: "Nc 
And he showed me how to keep three balls mc 
My whole lesson took 20 minutes but after t k  
day whenever I was free in the bunk. 

Co&r 
Jean an vs 
$-?ya ch\ ads 
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20 Minutes to Become a Juggler 

Andy Levine, our counselor, told our elective juggling 
group that in three days he learned to juggle really well. I was 
surprised because I thought it would take much longer 
especially for me. First we practiced to throw one ball up and 
catch it in one hand. Then Andy said: "After we get the right 
height we'll start with two balls." While doing it with two balls 
we threw one ball up and while it was in the air we tossed the 
second ball to our other hand. This was very tricky. After 
Andy saw me doing it really well, he said: "Now the big step." 
And he showed me how to keep three balls moving in rotation. 
My whole lesson took 20 minutes but after that I practiced all 
day whenever I was free in the bunk. 

Douglas Levine 



My First Year at Trywoodie, I Will Always Remember 

Drop, drop, drop goes the 
rain pounding on the ground, 

lling puddles 
)r people to splash 
plash, splash, splash in 

go the people in the puddles. 
It 5 so pretty t o  
sit at a window 
to look and listen 
to the rain 
looking looking looking 
at the rain 
pounding down 
listening listening listening 
to the people splashing 
in the rain. 

Nancy Spec tor 

My group leader, Laura-She always makes jokes during round-up and has 
many great surprises for us. 

When I first came here I didn't know how to play jacks. My bunkmates 
taught me. Now I'm so good! 

When I went on the overnight, I loved everything. Like making our own 
breakfast o f  bacon and eggs. We also had hot cocoa and it was really good. 
Also a good story was told at the campfire. But I didn't like the mosquitoes 
because they had a picnic on me. 

Rima, Lally, Dave and Morris-In the play I was Lally and to be like Lally, 
I studied her as she worked in the dining room. Rima taught me how to work 
with macrame and I made a bracelet. Morris, I will always remember because 
whenever you have problems you can go to Morris. I remember when he came 
into our bunk. I had laryngitis and couldn't talk above a whisper. And, 
whenever I'm around Dave he's always making jokes. 

I learned a lot o f  things from instructional swim-the survival float; the 
elementary back stroke; and I learned how to do the crawl better. 

I also will remember when we did the play, "Really Rosie," and I was the 
Arabian dancer, and sang and danced and also carried the Chicken Soup sign. 

When we came to  visit Trywoodie in the winter it was a very cold day. It 
didn't look at all as it does now-without trees and flowers in bloom-and no 
campers then. And when I get home I'll probably remember all of the fun 1 
had at camp. 

Debra Rudy 



CHICKEN DELIGHT 

It all started in the nature, area. A bunch of hens, chickens, 
and one rooster. Eggs started to  be laid. They were put into 
the incubator which was nice and warm. After awhile, chicks 
in the eggs started to come out. It was amazing. A cardboard 
house was prepared for them with heat. How lucky can you 
get? Well anyway, chicks started hatching like crazy. 
Everybody wanted to  name chicks. I named seven chicks by 
the names o f  Heimy, Sam, Irwin, Irving, Alex, George and 
Padre. The chicks that could f ly were put in the back yard. 
Soon all the chicks will hatch. But soon we will be leaving 
camp. The chicks and chickens will go to a farm. They will 
came back in "76" so come and see! 

David Malin 

J EMALA GETS ATTENTION 

Jemala sure is  popular with young and 
old. No wonder-she's almost human in 
some ways. For instance she walks you, not 
the other way around. 

When Wilma says, "Who wants to walk 
Jemala?", you immediately hear, "Can I 
Wilma?" or "You walked her, I haven't." 
She lives under a table at the nature center. 
She's quite active. Often we will see her 
jump of f  a leg or o f f  the nature table. Jemala 
is  the most popular kid in camp. 

Mark Bro wnstein 





ORCHESTRA 

I like music and prefer to play it to just listen. 
Music was offered as an elective at Trywoodie. Boris 
from Holland was in charge. I had heard Boris play 
several recorders and very small bamboo flutes. When 
I went to orchestra with my violin I became part o f  a 
group that played at Town Meeting; three violins, a 
saxophone, a trumpet, a clarinet and three recorders. 

Ross Feldman 

i Starting the day with a shtick Rachel Helfand 



THE SOFT SIDE OF TRYWOODIE 

The grass is soft, 
The trees are strong, 
The sun shines bright, 
All the day long. 

The kids are friends, 
They work together, 
They 're nice t o  each other, 
In all kinds of weather. 

When I grow up, 
I'd like to be, 
A counselor, 
In Trywoodie. 

Renee Allen 







OGRAPHY 

4ugust 1975 a few teen campers worked with 
raphy. 
Ire we started, I thought to myself how easy i t  
be; first I snap of f  the rolls, then dip them in 2 

31, and POOF! Dozens o f  rolls o f  perfect pictures. 
lrns out that I took two rolls o f  film and 1 spent a 
-e hours than [*ever dreamed on those two rolls. 
ult: four, maybe five, good prints. 
!re, I used to see something and just assume that 
lothing wa put into making it. But I learned 
ing from phltography. 
next time .I see something, I will think for a 
Most probdbly I won't know how i t 's  made. But 

? it didn't just appear, just as pictures don't work 
'ou work to make them work. 

David Tanzer 

A Teardrop in My Ear 

Teardrops can be sad 
Teardrops can be happy 
I probably have cried a million times - 
When I g o t  a shot f rom the doctor, 
When I fell and scraped m y  knee, 
When I said goodbye t o  all m y  departingfriends from last month, 
When I saw m y  parents whom I missed. 
When do people cry? And why? 
There are many different kinds of teardrops, 
But teardrops that I will never forget 
And teardrops that will never evaporate 
Are two  silver teardrop earrings 
That I made in jewelry. 
This was the first pair of earrings I ever made. 
And the first time I worked with silver. 
My teardrops that I created in silver will always be with me. 

Kelly Birrell 
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PHOTOGRAPHY 

In August 1975 a few teen campers worked with 
Photography. 

Before we started, I thought to myself how easy it 
would be; first I snap off the rolls, then dip them in a 
chemical, and POOF! Dozens o f  rolls of perfect pictures. 

It turns out that I took two rolls o f  film and I spent a 
lot more hours than I ever dreamed on those two rolls. 
The result: four, maybe five, good prints. 

Before, I used to see something and just assume that 
really nothing waj put into making it. But I learned 
something f r oh  ptiatography. 

" 

The next time I see something, I will think for a 
minute. Most prob,~bly I won't know how i t ' s  made. But 
I'm sure it didn't just appear, just as pictures don't work 
unless you work to make them work. 

David Tanzer 

A Teardrop in My Ear 

Teardrops can be sad 
Teardrops can be happy 
I probably have cried a million times - 
When I g o t  a shot from the doctor, 
When I fell and scraped m y  knee, 
When I said goodbye to  all m y  departing friends from last month, 
When I saw m y  parents whom I missed. 
When do people cry? And why? 
There are many different kinds of teardrops, 
But  teardrops that I will never forget 
And teardrops that will never evaporate 
Are two silver teardrop earrings 
That I made in jewelry. 
This was the first pair of earrings I ever made. 
And the first time I worked with silver. 
My teardrops that I created in silver will always be with me. 

Kelly Birrell 

David Tanzer 
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A BLOCK PARTY 

A block party? Hmm, great idea for Olympics I mumbled sarcastically to 
myself. "We'd appreciate quiet," Caren said. The leaders went on to explain the 
whole thing, this time thinking to myself I said sarcastically, "Oh i t ' s  gonna be a 
doozy this year, having dinner 7:30, cook-out style, waiting on long lines and 3 
booths a team won't we have fun working those." Then we voted on a name, 
silent sarcasm time again: "Madison Ave, great name, if I could only remember 
what it means, oh well, oops they are choosing committees. I'll try to get on the 
plaque committee for a laugh." I was chosen for the plaque committee and once 
we got to the art shop, I started my "silent sarcasm'' once more. "A plaque in 
the shape of a street sign, great idea, I wonder who the clown was who thought 
this idea up, oh well I might as well help since there's nothing else to do". 

The morning Olympics came. I didn't win them since it was the same 

1 procedure as usual. Then the block party came. I was still skeptical through the 
opening ceremony, but then we werrt in. It was great, and afterwards, when over ' 

the microphone we were asked if we'd like to do it again in the future, I was one 
of the ones that chanted "YES!" 

Karen Deutsch 

Marc Abrarns 



My First Impressions o f  Cam1 

When I first got to camp my first impression of it was scary. I was afraid-afraid o f  my mother 
leaving and me missing her intolerably. I was afraid the counselors would be mean; I was afraid the 
food would be terrible. Luckily I found a person I knew right away and made some friends during 
the day. That night the counselors put on a show which made me feel more at ease. 

The next day I found out that the people (counselors and kids) were terrific. The counselors 
would give you a hug if you needed it and it really made you feel good to know that someone, 
even if you were away from home, cared about you. So my second impression was that camp was 
a very nice little family place where people work and play and have a good time together. 

I don't know about any other camps but I think that by far Trywooodie is  the nicest camp I'll 
ever go to. 

Ann Shepherd 



LAZY DAY 

Lazy day would (Mike explained) 
Be very different this year 
There would not be any bells 
(At  this point came a cheer) 

No one would go into the dining room 

- 1  
To eat his breakfast meal 
They would be served (behind the kitchen) 
An  orange with a peel. 

We woke up the next morning 
There wasn't any bell 
And ate on the teen blacktop 
Because the rain had fallen 

We had a great breakfast 
Cream cheese, on a roll. 
The day too, was a lot of fun 
And so I feel that we did have 
The best lazy day, on the whole. 

Sarah Gardner 



THE CANOE TRIP JULY '75 

We set out early morning 
To meet the old man river 
The sight of the Housitoni 
Made us shake and shiver 
To our total amazement 
The river was fast and high 
It had been raining for three days straight 
So we knew the reason why 
But Mike said we might try it 
So we started on our way 
Little did we know 
What lay ahead that day 
We made it past the first rapids 
With just one minor tip 
But when we reached the second 
Came the worst of the trip 
Canoes were tipping over 
To our left and right 
We were next to  spill 
Which was our griatestfright 
We crashed into a tree 
Which had been dead some time 
My words, before we hit, 
Cannot appear in rhyme 
The branches were quite thick 
I thought i t  was the end 
A t  least a month in the hospital 
Ifeared I'd have to  spend 
We all escaped alive 
Which I could not believe 
And of this you can be sure 
That river we were -glad to leave! 

Keith Sears 

Last-minute instructions . . . 

TEEN CAMP BLACKTOP 

A frisbee flies. 
A basketball bounds 
A racket hits a birdie 
People dance 
On the black top. 
A frisbee is caught 
A basketball goes through the hoop 
Net Birdie 
The dance ends 
On the blacktop. 
A truck drives up, dumps the laundry 
A volleyball flies over the net 
Around the world goes the basketball 
Laughter and voices from the willow sitters 

flow over 
The blacktop. 

Marni Cen tor 





Bye, Bye, Birdie 

VICTORY LAKE NURSING 

August 22, 1975 

M r .  s a l z  
Trywoodie Camp 
Hyde Park, New York 

Dear M r .  Salz: 

f u r  Residents enjoyed t h e i r  v i s i t  and spoke of how they enjoyed, 
Of Thee I Sing". 

I j u s t  cannot put  i n t o  words what you do f o r  our Residents, i n  
the  way of l i f t i n g  t h e i r  s p i r i t s .  

OF THEE I SING ThanKs again and gooa luck t o  you a l l .  

This summer Teen Camp production was "Of 
Thee I Sing", and as in most cases, we had fun 
doing it. 

The play was full o f  jokes about stupidity in 
government, around the election o f  a president on 
a platform o f  love; a beauty contest f rom which 
the winner would be the first lady; the marriage of 

the president to a home-cooking, corn muffin- 
baking secretary; and an impeachment hearing 
because o f  the president's breach o f  promise to the 
beauty contest winner. The news that the 
presidential couple was going to have a baby saved 
the day. You can't impeach an expectant father! 
That's one gimmick Nixon overlooked. 

joy Brownstein 

RT: 









WITHOUT 

Without Neville our food would taste like 
shredded cardboard. Without Poochie our camp 
would be silent at night. Without Arlene we 
wouldn't have music. Without the nurses we'd 
all get sick and cry. Without 
Dave Samuel there wouldn't 
be pictures. Without my 
counselors, we'd never go to 
sleep. Without Mike Symons 
we wouldn't know what to 
do. Without John Stern we'd 
all drown. Without me at 
camp I'd be missing a lot o f  
fun and Without Dave and 
Morris there wouldn't be any 
Trywoodie at all! 

Michelle Kaminsky 
Q. What do the people above have in common? 





CAMPERS 

LOWER CAMP 

Sally Arlen 
Susannah Brodwin 
Devorah Centor 
Sonia Chalfin 
Dylan Foley 
Hallie Friedman 
Randi Lyn Gildenberg 
Dina Goren 
Joshua Goren 
Julie Greenberg 
Janine Grinberg 
Michael Haritos 
Miranda Kahan 

Gary Rintel 
Gregg Ross 
Michael Ryder 
Daniel Schwartz 
Claudia Seccombe 
Emile Simeone 
Amanda Smith 
Lee Smith 
Daniel Steuer 
Neil Sutchen 
Joseph Symons 
Laura Symons 
Margot Troutt 
Adam Varriale 
Sandra Ward 

In Warshow 

Caroline Bensam 
Cara Bristol 
Tamar Brodwin 
Mark Brownstein 
Sonya Chlanda 
Jill Cowan 
Steven Deutsch 
Mark Distler 
Anne Edelson 
Daniel Eder 
Lisanne Elkins 
Nina Essman 
Jackie Ewenstein 
Abigail Feder 
Emily Feldman 
Stephen Foley 
Ann Frappollo 

Darin Kaplan Andrew Friedman 
Josh Lebowitz MIDDLE CAMP Nancy Freilicher 
Adam Melnick - Victoria Gahan 
Erica Milowitz Jon Abel Joshua Ganz 
Jason Moore Richard Baum Lawrence Gardner 
Annette Namaroff Michael Bauman Kerry Garfinkel 

.Andrew Goldber 
Amy Goldman 
Nancy Golar 
Ian Gomez 
Alex Gordon 
Peter Greenberg 
Daniel Greenberj 
Justine Gubar 
Beth Guinzburg 
Jeffrey Guinzbutg 
Rona Heilweil 
Yulia Hirschberg 
Jeffrey Horn 
Elisa Hyman 
Charles Jaffe 
Lynda Johnson 
Michael Kaminsky 
Michelle Kaminsky 
Meredith Kaplan 
Robin Kass 
Cynthia Klau 
Gregory Lamar 

Michele Leak 
Julie Lefkowits 
Douglas Levine 
Peter Lindenauer 
Robbie Lipton 
Michael Lumer 
Alvin Martinez 
Michael Mendelson 
Paul Metzger 
Joan Meyers 
David Olarsch 
Jean Osnos 
Willie Outlaw 
Steven Pandolfi 
John Patton 
Robyn Patton 
Margo Pave 
Emily Pereira 
Joshua Polsky 
Julie Price 
Peter Richter 
Kevin Rofhea~ L 

Eric Rosenblum . 
Lis Rothchild 
Debra Lee Rudy 
Charles Schulman 
Erica Shane 
Gregory Simeone 
Juliet Simon 
Wendy Solomon 
Nancy Spector 
Clare Stadlen 
Gwen Stancil 
Matthew Steuer 
Jordan Symons 
Marc Teichner 
Anderson Tepper 
Deborah Varriale 
Danny Vinson 
Sherrie Ward 
Joshua Weinstein 
Cindy Weissler 
Sara Williams 



Pam Kelley 
Peter Kiok 
Nate Lebowitz 
Jonathan Leigh 
Lawrence Lepelstat 
Marci Levine 
Jessica Levy 
Rachel Lurie 
David Malin 
Rachel Manewitz 
David Marsh 
Daniella Monaco 

UPPER CAMP 

Renee Allen 
Jenny Baum 
Lisa Beal 
Peter Betancourt 
Kelly Birrell 
Paul Birrell 
Ellen Bloomenstein 
Margaret Brau- 
Gillian Brown 
David Calabrc 
Brenda Chalfi.. 
Peter Evan Cohen 
Wendy Jo Cohen 
Robin Cooper 
Torin Cotten 
Karen Deutsch 
Ross Feldman 
Jeff Fisher 
Nancy Friedman 
Alan Fuchs 
Tom Gardner 
Suzanne Goldberg 
David Goldman 
Dana Goldstoff 
Amy Gordon 
Lisa Goren 
Mark Greenfield 
Seth David Harris 
Victor Heilweil 
Kim Huev 

Mark Namaroff 
Jaye Nydick 
Thomas Pandolfi 
David Pereira 
Clement Phi l l i~  
Warren Pugach 
Beth Rabinowitz 
Laura Radosh 
Lawal Rafindadi 
Marcelle Rand 
Jonathan Richter 
Michael Rosenblum 
Vicki Schmidt 
Dana Schwartz 
Holly Sklar 
Beth Slater 
Audrey Lynn Slifstein 
Jacqueline Smith 
Maxine Stadlen 
Anthony Stancil 
Wendy Stevens 

David Stone 
Drew Sutchen 
Jonathan Sym 
David Troutt 
Adrienne War( 
Laura Weil 
Lisa Weinstocl 
Jeffrey Weiss 
Cheryl Whiten 

< 

ian 
Jessica Wolfe 
Jil l  Wymisner 
Juli-Elizabeth ZI 
Donna Zimbardo 
Johathan Zimbardo 

TEEN CAM1 

Mark Abelman 
Joshua Abrams 
Tracey Alexander 

Laura Anderson 
Antonia Andrades 
Michael Aubry 
Erica Baum 
Steve Bauman 
Anne Beal 
Panthea Bell 
Ben Berman 
Kenneth Berman 
Jina Billups 
Laura Bloomenstein 
Adam Brill 
Elyce Bristol 
David Brix 
Joy Brownstein 
Carolyn Buff 
Marni Centor 
Japne Chalfin 
Celeste Chambers 
Michael Chlanda 
Jonathan Chorover 

Daniel Jared Cohen 
David Cohen 
Caren Craig 
Randell Craig 
Jack DeMartino 
Juliette Dickstein 
Jennifer Elder 
Jessica Feder 
Matt Feldman 
Amy Friedman 
Lauren Ganz 
Sarah Gardner 
Melissa Goldman 
Sharon Goldman 
Nancy Goldstein 
Michael Goldstoff 
Susan Greenfield 
Eric Johnson 
Jeremy Karpatkin 
Caryn LaPeters 
~ r i c  Leigh 
Joanne Levine 
Debra Levy 
Lisle Lewis 
Wendy Liebman 
Jody Lipton 
David Marcus 
Bunnie Merkel 
Amy Michelson 
Daniel Nydick 

Robert Pandolfi 
Laura Phillips 
Niles Potter 
Helena Prigal 
Tracy Reichen 
William Rogers 
Francesca Rollins 
Jeffrey Rosenblum 
Stephen Rothholz 
Sarah Safer 
Stephen Samuel 
Lynna Satin 
Dawn Sears 
Keith Sears 
Ann Shephard 
Amy Silberberg 
Joanne Sirey 
Scott Solomon 
Benjamin Stallone 
Ellen Tannenbaum 
David Tanzer 
Eve Troutt 
Michael Tuttman 
Anna Walker 
Reginald Waye 
Eric Weinberg 
Maura Williams 
Lee Wymisner 
Susan Yablon 
Steven Yalowitz 



STAFF 

Jon Abrams 
Max Adams 
Christine Amatruda 
Suzanne Art  
Amy Bard 
Frances Beal 
Cynthia Benjamin 
Herbert Bennett . - ., 
Laura Biderman 
Gershon Blumstein 
Mandy Blumstein 
Ji l l  Brust 
Boris Chapchal 
David Charner 

Timothy Davenport 
Pat Davis 
Robert Davis 
Mark De Wan 
Pamela Evans 
Betty Fuchs 
Michael Gel l izeau 
Steven Geroe 
Dave Glaser 
Rima Glaser 

(. J ed Glaser 
Andrea Goodwin 
Laurie Goodwin 
Alan Green 
Richard Greenberg 
Patricia Hancock 

Janet Hart 
Michael Hart 
Rachel Helfand 
Roger Herbert 
Lynn Hippen 
Jeff Hyman 
Wilma Jaffe 
J ayme J affe 
Maria J appen 
Calvin Jenkins 
Julie Jordan 
Rudy Jordan 
Norman Kerner 
Marcia King 
Ira Kirschenbaum 
Matti Kontkanen 
John Lee 
Maureen Lemon 
Andrew Levine 
Steven Levy 
Lynn Lipton 
Glenn Maller 
Barbara Martinez 
Helaine Masonberg 
Claudia Mausner 
Veronica Maxwell 
Ronald Mima 
Audrey Minsky 
James Monroe 
Nicole Monroe 
Calvin Montgomery 
Paul Neergaard 
Marge O'Connell 

Ira Okon 
Linda Palter 
Barbara Patton 
Weber Perpignand 
Neville Phillips 
Eve Pranis 
Mal Pranis 
Ellen Proshansky 
Jonathan Root 
Dario Rosso 
Elaine Rubinstein 
Steven Sacks 
Lally Salz 
Morris Salz 
Dave Samuel 
Evelyn Samuel 
Michael Samuel 
Joel Sanders 
Carol Scheiner 
Shelley Seccombe 
Ellen Seh 
Debra Siedman 
Emily Sper 
Barbara Steinberg 
John Stern 
Arlene Symons 
Mike Symons 
Tang Chien Sheng (Mei Mei) 
Mark Turner 
Richard Turner 
Ken Van Dorn 
Michael Weiss 
Jacqueline Wilson 
Ed Winick 








